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Revenue from subscriptions on Google Play
has increased 10x in 3 years. So how can you
build apps that users want to subscribe to?
We talked to 2,000 Android app subscribers in the US and UK and asked them
how and why they use the apps they do. We covered a variety of categories from
dating to sports, and from entertainment to education and uncovered a range of
insights about what, how and why people subscribe.
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Key Findings

Free trials and
discounts are
important tools to
drive acquisition.

Valuable and
fresh content gets
and keeps users
paying.

78% of users start with a
free experience.

It’s the most important driver in
converting users from free to
paid, and 44% say content keeps
them paying.

Users are willing to
pay real money for
subscription apps.
Acceptable price ranges from
$5 - $20 a month based on
category, and few cite price
as a reason to churn from
a paid subscription.
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Discovery

Take a multi-channel approach to
user acquisition
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Android users
discover subscription
apps through many
channels

‘I was looking for a music
app that had good music
and a wide selection and
was referred by a friend.’

Methods of Discovery

Friends and family

41%

Search in this category

31%

Ads

21%

Social media

18%

News/Blog

14%

Used on another platform

13%

Browsing Google Play

11%

App invitation

11%

Required for school/work
Other

2%
7%

Word of mouth plays a huge role in app
discovery and carries a lot of weight.
When it is used, fewer additional channels
are employed. However it’s important to
remember that it’s not the only channel.

On average, 1.7 channels
are used to discover new
subscription apps.
Sports app subscribers reference the most
channels (2.54) while entertainment app
subscribers reference the least (1.36).
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Developer Checklist

1

Encourage users to
talk about your app.
Drive referrals through
Firebase Invites,
reward subscribers
who recommend your
app to others, use
influencers to help
publicize your app,
and interact directly
with users by replying
to ratings and reviews
on the Play Console.
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Use a mix of tactics
to market your apps
on Google Play,
including Universal
App Campaigns,
linking from other
online properties,
and nurturing your
community of
social networks.
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Communicate the
value you provide
via your store listing
and test it with store
listing experiments.
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Remember that app
quality is important–
people aren’t going
to recommend apps
that aren’t up to par.
Pay attention to app
quality guidelines
and best practices
and test and use
pre-launch reporting
before you launch.
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Acquisition & Conversion

Give your users a reason to pay
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A user has found and installed the
free version of your app, but how do
you convince them to pay?

Most Important Conversion Drivers
I wanted access to additional content

26%
I received a discount offer

23%

78%

My free trial ran out

17%

78%

17%
I wanted the ability to remove ads

of subscribers start
with a free experience

78%

BUY

23%
17%

6%
6%

The opportunity to try an
app for free can go a long
way to encouraging eventual
conversion, but content is key
Access to additional content
26%
to moving beyond free.

End of free trial

I wanted the ability to use the app offline

I wanted access to additional tools/features within the app

17%

Discount

9%

I wanted access to the app on multiple devices

6%
I wanted to be able to add users/collaborate

2%
Other

5%
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While additional content is key as a conversion tool for most categories,
discounting is more prominent in news and music.
% who said that access to additional content was the most important factor
% who said that receiving a discount offer was the most important factor

48%

Dating

20%
35%

Education

26%
33%

Health/wellness

23%
32%

Sports

32%
25%

News

28%
24%

Kids
Entertainment
Music
Productivity
List not inclusive of all factors important in conversion.

‘The app only allows 10 articles
to be viewed per month for free
and I read many more articles
so I decided to subscribe.’

21%

‘I had signed up for a free trial
because I got some kind of
offer on it. I didn’t even really
know what it was all about
but my kids ended up loving
it so I kept it and still pay a
subscription for it.’

19%
15%
14%
25%
14%
15%
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Developer Checklist

1

2

Focus on the positives.
Users want to pay for
great content, not remove
annoying features.

3

Allow users to try your
app before they buy with
free trials.

Test different discounts
via introductory pricing
and other promotions.
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Pricing

Get the price right
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You’ve found users willing
to pay for your app, but how
much do you charge them?
What’s an acceptable price? That varies by category,
often driven by established norms or industry standards.
Some categories are more flexible than others, with a
wide range of acceptable prices for dating and sports,
and a far narrower range for music and entertainment.

What Android Users are Willing to Pay in the US (by month)
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Each category has a range of potentially viable prices. The lower boundary is the
point at which a bargain becomes ‘too cheap to be of any quality.’ The upper reflects
the breaking point beyond which people won’t even consider the purchase.
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Budgeting approach
How Android Users Budget for App Subscriptions

32%

2%

Budget
per app

Other

16%

Budget for
total digital
subscriptions

18%

Budget per
type of app

Cross-subscription budgeting is rarely a consideration,
with 64% either budgeting on a per app basis, or not
budgeting at all. Few allow other subscriptions to
influence their decision to pay for a single app.

‘Honestly when things have to do with
my TV or movies, I really do not pay
much attention as to what any of it
costs. I get what I want.’

%
32%

No specific
budget
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Developer Checklist

1

Don’t shy away from using
the subscription business
model on Google Play.
Android users are willing to
pay for great content across
multiple subscriptions.

2

Test different price points
as there is some elasticity
in subscriptions pricing
for Android.

3

Make use of our global
pricing tools to localize your
price to the market.
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Engagement and Retention

Create an engaging experience
people want to use every day
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You’ve got them, now how
do you keep them?
What encourages subscribers to stay
subscribers? Content. 44% indicate content
as a key reason for continuing to pay.
Frequency plays a role as well. While the majority
of paid Android subscribers use their apps at
least daily, less than half of free users do.

62%

of paid Android subscribers
use their apps daily or
multiple times a day vs.
48% of free users.

62%
48%

Why do people keep paying fo
Why Android Users Keep Paying for their Subscription Apps
Total

Content

Components
28%

12%

Content is
valuable

Content is
updated

44%

Use Frequently

18%

UX

12%
10%

Price

4%

11%
7%

Fear of missing
content

1%

Price

Special offer

4%

3%

Personalised
Saving progress Personalized
or info
app

Passive

5%

2%

1%

1%

Contractual
commitments

Automatic
renewal

Needed for
work/school

1%
Don’t bother
cancelling

4%
Other
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Top Factor for Continuing to Pay by Category

While valuable content and frequency of use are key
for retention, there are some interesting differences
across categories in terms of their relative influence.
In dating, user experience is a big driver (20%).
Pricing (15%) and freshness of content (15%) is
particularly
importantfactor
for entertainment.
Most
important
for continuing to

Valuable content

Up-to-date content

Frequency of use

Reasonable price

Like experience

Don’t want to lose progress

27%

20%

16%

44%

14%

12%

21%

20%

15%

15%

28%

16%

11%

11%

26%

14%

14%

pay

Valuable content

Up-to-date content

Frequency of use

Reasonable price

Like experience

Don’t want to lose progress

27%

20%

16%

44%

14%

12%

21%

20%

15%

15%

28%

16%

11%

11%

26%

14%

14%

25%

20%

14%

39%

15%

12%

25%

18%

12%

35%

17%

14%
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Top factor for stopping paying for app -

Why do some Android users lapse?

Top reasons users stop paying for an app - by category

So why do some users lapse?

Changing needs are a major driver of lapsing, especially in dating,
education and kids subscription apps. Infrequent usage will drive
churn in music, health & wellness, entertainment and news.

Content wasn’t valuable

Content was stale

Frequency

App wasn’t easy to use

My needs changed

38%

Top Reasons Android Users Stop Paying

17%

17%

18%

My needs changed

13%

The content was stale
The content wasn’t valuable

23%

12%
10%

The price was unreasonable

9%

The free version was good enough

7%

I found a better alternative

Price
is rarely a
reason to
unsubscribe

27%

20%

5%

The app wasn’t easy to use
I subscribed to too many apps

2%

I didn’t realize subscription had lapsed

2%

Other reason

21%

16%

I didn’t use the app as much as I thought

22%

16%

6%
27%
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Developer Checklist

1

2

3
NEW!

Create a habit by giving users
a reason to come back to
your app on a daily basis, and
use actionable notifications
to drive them back.

Time your content releases
strategically so users feel like
they’re consistently getting
new and updated content.

Consider offering an
alternative to meet changing
needs in your user base,
e.g. apps for older children,
maintenance versions of
weight loss apps, etc.
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For more information on growing your
subscriptions business with Google Play,
visit the Android Developers Website.
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